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Suppose a set of routers are monitoring a network To allow an early detection of a We study algorithms that enablSuppose a set of routers are monitoring a network. To allow an early detection of a 
Distributed Denial-of-service (DDoS) attack we need to answer at any time:

We study algorithms that enabl
classical ε-approximate queriesDistributed Denial of service (DDoS) attack, we need to answer at any time: classical ε approximate queries
bound Let c be the total count

In the IP packets received by all the routers over the last hour, does there exist any 
bound. Let c be the total count 

p y , y
frequent destination address? Basic Counting: Estimate theq Basic Counting: Estimate the 
The problem is to minimize the communication overhead to maintain such statistics.

Frequent Items: Let 0 <φ ≤ 1 bFrequent Items: Let 0 <φ ≤ 1 b
asks for a set of items which cDistributed Data Stream Model asks for a set of items, which c

all frequent items appearing
Distributed Data Stream Model

all frequent items appearing
some items appearing at leWe have k ≥ 1 remote sites and a single root (or coordinator) distant apart. some items appearing at leWe have k  1 remote sites and a single root (or coordinator) distant apart. 

It is well known that to return frEach remote site is monitoring a stream of items, where each item contains an It is well-known that to return fr
Approximate Counting: Estim

Each remote site is monitoring a stream of items, where each item contains an 
item label and a timestamp. Approximate Counting: Estim

error εc
item label and a timestamp.
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t t it ith kstream, return an item with rank

As the stream contains a massive volume of data items the remote site cannot
St t ti ti b

As the stream contains a massive volume of data items, the remote site cannot 
store the whole stream for processing and hence each remote site can only Stream statistics can be compu

h l d t t
store the whole stream for processing, and hence each remote site can only 
maintain an approximation of some stream statistics on its own stream whole data stream

lidi i d f t
maintain an approximation of some stream statistics on its own stream.

a sliding window of recent
t t W ti itThe root is required to compute the (approximate) global statistics on the union most recent W time units, wThe root is required to compute the (approximate) global statistics on the union 

of the k streamsof the k streams.
root / coordinator Sliding window is more difficult root / coordinator

PreviousPrevious
All previous work focuses on thRemote site 1 Remote site 2 Remote site 3 Remote site k… All previous work focuses on th
Let N be the number of items in

Only communication between the root and each remote site is allowed; remote
Let N be the number of items in

COnly communication between the root and each remote site is allowed; remote 
sites cannot comm nicate ith each other This restriction is practical e g in a

Basic Counting:                   
sites cannot communicate with each other. This restriction is practical; e.g., in a 

t k th h d i ith li it d i Frequent Items / Approximasensor network, the sensors are cheap devices with limited processing power 
d d th t i t ith h th

Frequent Items / Approxima
and memory, and they cannot communicate with each other. (one-way

Al ith i thi d l i ti t l f th t d t it Quantiles:Algorithms in this model are communication protocols for the root and remote sites. 
Th b l ifi d i t t t

Quantiles: 
They can be classified into two types: (one-way

T l ith bi di ti l i ti b t th t d Our results [3] extend the abovTwo-way algorithms: bi-directional communication between the root and Our results [3] extend the abov
Let N be the number of items inremote sites are allowed. Let N be the number of items in
within the current sliding windowwithin the current sliding window
of one-way algorithms and loweOne-way algorithms: only the remote sites are allowed to communicate with of one-way algorithms and lowe

the root and the root cannot send message to any remote site. Basic Counting:                   

Frequent Items / ApproximaOne-way algorithms are usually simple and thus easy to implement, as each remote Frequent Items / Approxima
site has only local information about its own stream; the best the remote site can do 
is to update the root if its local statistics deviate too much from the one it previously Quantiles: 
sent to the root.

O b d t hTwo-way communication allows more sophisticated algorithm. Thus, it is believed Our upper bounds match or ne
th t f th t ti ti tthat two-way algorithms are more communication-efficient than one-way algorithms. that for these statistics, two-wa
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Streams over a Time-based Sliding WindowStreams over a Time-based Sliding Window
am Statistics Basic Countingam Statistics Basic Counting
le the root to answer the following Algorithm Let λ=ε/9le the root to answer the following 
s where 0 < ε ≤ 1 is a user-specified error

Algorithm. Let λ ε/9.
Each remote site: keeps an λ-approximate local counts, where 0 < ε ≤ 1 is a user specified error 

of all items in the stream
Each remote site: keeps an λ approximate local count.
Let c and c be current estimate and the previously sent estimateof all items in the stream. Let ccur and cold be current estimate and the previously sent estimate.
At any time it updates the root about c if the following event occurs

total count c with absolute error εc
At any time, it updates the root about ccur if the following event occurs

Up event: c - c > 4λ ctotal count c with absolute error εc. Up event:     ccur - cold > 4λ cold
Down event: c - c > 4λ c

be a user specified threshold The query
Down event: cold - ccur > 4λ cold

The root: upon a query returns the sum of all the k estimates receivedbe a user-specified threshold. The query 
ontains

The root: upon a query, returns the sum of all the k estimates received.
ontains
g at least φ c times Analysis techniques. In a remote site, let n be the number of items g at least φ c times.
ast (φ ε) c times

a ys s tec ques a e ote s te, et be t e u be o te s
arriving or expiring in the current sliding window [t1,t2].ast (φ - ε) c times. arriving or expiring in the current sliding window [t1,t2].
If items do not expire, only Up’s occur. When an Up occurs, n increases

requent items it suffices to answer
If items do not expire, only Up s occur. When an Up occurs, n increases 
by a fraction of (1+Θ(ε)), so no. of Up’s is .requent items, it suffices to answer 

mate the count of any item with absolute
by a fraction of (1 Θ(ε)), so no. of Up s is                                              .
Expiry of items destroys the monotonic property of n. Our idea is tomate the count of any item with absolute Expiry of items destroys the monotonic property of n. Our idea is to 
define a characteristic set of items as a new measure of progressdefine a characteristic set of items as a new measure of progress.

i th t d d f ll it i th
Up event: The set is the items arriving from t1 up to the time the Up 

, in the sorted order of all items in the 
k i [(φ ) (φ + ) ]

occurs. When an Up occurs, the size of this set increases by a 
k in [(φ - ε) c, (φ + ε) c]. fraction of (1+Θ(ε)), and thus the no. of Up’s is                  .

t d Down event: The set is the items expiring from t up to the time theuted over Down event: The set is the items expiring from t1 up to the time the 
Down occurs Similarly the no of Down’s is

t it ll it ith ti t i th
Down occurs. Similarly, the no. of Down s is                   . 

t items: all items with timestamps in the 
h W i th i d i

The total no. of events is                   To reduce message size, we restrict 
where W is the window size.

g ,
the estimates to a predefined set, giving the required upper bound.p , g g q pp

A i t C tito handle as items will expire. Approximate Countingpp g
and Our Results Al ith L t λ /11and Our Results Algorithm. Let λ=ε/11.

E h t it k λ i t it t (j) f hEach remote site: keeps an λ-approximate item count ccur(j) for each 
it j d λ/6 i t t t l the whole data stream setting. item j, and an λ/6-approximate total count ccur .
At ti f h it j it d t (j) if th f ll i t

he whole data stream setting.
n all the k streams. At any time, for each item j, it updates ccur(j) if the following event occurs

U (j) (j) 9λ

n all the k streams.

( ) Up event:     ccur(j) - cold(j) > 9λ ccur              (one-way) [2]
Down event: cold(j) - ccur(j) > 9λ ccurate Counting: The root: upon a query on item j, returns the total estimate of j received.ate Counting: 

Analysis techniques Up’s can be caused by a big increase of item j or
y) [1];                                (two-way) [4]

Analysis techniques. Up s can be caused by a big increase of item j, or 
a small increase of j but significant drop of c which requires differenta small increase of j but significant drop of ccur, which requires different 
characteristic set analysis Furthermore the communication cost wouldcharacteristic set analysis. Furthermore, the communication cost would 
depend on the no of possible items We observe that if c (j) < 3λ c

y) [1];                                         (two-way) [4]
depend on the no. of possible items. We observe that if ccur(j) < 3λ ccur , 

e can treat c (j) 0 and stop pdating j ntil c (j) ≥ 3λ This keepsve study to the sliding window setting we can treat ccur(j) = 0 and stop updating j until ccur(j) ≥ 3λ. This keeps          
‘ ti ’ it t ti l di t th i d b d

ve study to the sliding window setting. 
n all the k streams that arrive or expire ‘active’ items at any time, leading to the required upper bound.n all the k streams that arrive or expire 
w of W time units We show upper boundsw of W time units. We show upper bounds 
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